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Abstract—Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) network is a classification of
network that combines the massive bandwidth of the optical
network and the reach of the wireless network. FiWi networks
are usually composed of an optical and a wireless component.
Since both components are designed to work independently, some
mechanisms, such as the different power saving methods in both
components, may not cooperate with each other and this may
result in an undesirable performance. In this paper, we identify
that the conflicting power saving mechanisms cause unnecessary
energy consumption and introduce additional delay to the overall
FiWi network. To cope with this problem, we propose a novel
ONU sleep method, which dynamically control the ONU sleep
period based on the STAs energy control mechanism. Finally, we
demonstrate that our proposed method has shorter latency and
is more efficient in term of energy consumption than the existing
method.

Index Terms—Passive Optical Network (PON), Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN), Fiber Wireless (FiWi) network, Optical
Network Unit (ONU) sleep, Power Saving Mode (PSM), Adaptive
PSM (APSM), and energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE number of network users and the traffic load offered
by those users are steadily increasing. To handle this

amount of traffic on a ubiquitous society, Fiber Wireless
(FiWi) networks are gaining much attention. FiWi networks
are composed of optical and wireless networks [1]. While
the optical networks are able to provide a massive amount of
bandwidth, it cannot be deploy everywhere due to the deploy-
ment cost and the heavy reliance on physical infrastructure.
On the other hand, wireless networks are much more flexible
and are able to provide services in much larger areas than
optical networks. By combining these two different networks,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, it is possible to enable high speed
connectivity anywhere and anytime by taking advantage of
both the high capacity of optical networks and the flexibility
of wireless networks [2]. In this work, we focus on the
FiWi network that uses Passive Optical Network (PON) and
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) as its optical network
and wireless network component, respectively.
PON is one of the most popular Fiber-To-The-Home

(FTTH) networks used to provide broadband communication
service. PON is widely deployed because it is a point-to-
multipoint architecture, thus having a cheaper deployment cost
than other FTTH networks, which are composed of point-
to-point architecture [3]. PONs consist of an Optical Line
Terminal (OLT), Optical Network Units (ONUs), a passive
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Fig. 1. An example of FiWi network.

splitter, and optical fiber cables. The data frames transmitted
by an OLT can be received at all ONUs, which are connected
to the passive splitter. In addition to a PON, another compo-
nent of the FiWi network that made up the wireless part is
a WLAN. WLAN is also a well-known wireless networking
architecture owing to the progress of widely adapted tech-
nologies like the IEEE 802.11. Stations (STAs), such as smart
phones and laptops, which can communicate wirelessly as
long as they are in the communication range. These networks,
i.e., PON and WLAN, are developed separately [4], [5].
Therefore, power saving mechanisms in these networks work
independently, and, according to [1] and [6], the difference in
the communication method between PON and WLAN causes
an inefficient use of network resources, reducing Quality of
Service (QoS) and energy efficiency. In FiWi networks, it
is desirable to establish a cooperative mechanism integrating
PON and WLAN seamlessly.
Thus, in this paper, we redesign the ONU sleep method

for the power saving mechanisms in WLAN to improve the
performance in terms of energy efficiency and latency. The
proposed method controls the ONU behavior based on the
power saving mechanism used by STA in WLAN. The re-
mainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
briefly summarize power saving mechanisms in FiWi networks
and analyze the effects of the mechanisms in terms of latency
and energy efficiency. In Section III, we analyze the latency
and the energy consumption when both the power saving
mechanisms in PON and WLAN are at work. In Section IV,
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we propose a novel ONU sleep mechanism, which controls
ONU sleep period and behavior based on STA energy control
mechanisms. Additionally, the analysis of the ONU energy
consumption and latency is also presented. In Section V, we
show the improvements in network performances introduced
by our method. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. ANALYSIS OF CONVENTIONAL ENERGY CONTROL
MECHANISMS

As network traffic rapidly increases, energy efficiency is
becoming a major problem [7]–[9]. To address this energy effi-
ciency problem in FiWi networks, ONU sleep mechanisms for
ONU and Power Saving Mode (PSM) and Adaptive PSM for
STA have been proposed. ONU sleep mechanisms periodically
turn ONU transmitter components off to reduce unnecessary
energy consumption. Although ONU sleep mechanisms can
greatly improve the situation in that aspect, they introduce ad-
ditional delay and enlarge the latency on the connection. PSM,
standardized by IEEE 802.11 [10], and Adaptive PSM are
designed to reduce energy consumption of the STAs [11], [12].
Both PSM and Adaptive PSM aim to use power efficiently
by periodically turning off the STA’s transmitter. These power
saving mechanisms cause additional delay for transmitting data
in a way similar to that of ONU sleep methods. However,
power saving mechanisms in WLAN, i.e., PSM and Adaptive
PSM, are developed without considering other power saving
mechanisms in the network.
In other words, since FiWi networks are separated into

optical domain and wireless domain, many power saving
mechanisms exist in these domains, such as ONU sleep,
PSM and Adaptive PSM. Additionally, these mechanisms
operate independently and are designed for different purposes.
Therefore, the amount of energy that can be reduced and the
protocol for transmitting data are different among different
mechanisms. In this section, we analyze the impacts of the
additional delay caused by each power saving mechanism. In
addition, to simplify the analysis, we consider the propagation
delays between ONU and OLT and between Access Point (AP)
and STA as zero. Moreover, it is assumed that the downstream
data arrives to OLT or AP randomly for simplicity.

A. Delay introduced by ONU sleep
An ONU that is implemented with the ONU sleep method

has two energy consumption modes, active and sleep mode,
with the ONU taking on different modes depending on the
situation [13]. When the ONU has traffic to send or receive,
it is in active mode. Otherwise, it is in sleep mode. While the
ONU is in active mode, it can send or receive data traffic, but
consumes more energy. On the other hand, while the ONU is in
sleep mode, it consumes much less energy but cannot receive
any downstream traffic transmitted by the OLT. Therefore,
ONUs will periodically alternate between sleep and active
mode to receive traffic from the OLT, as shown in Fig. 2.
The sleep period interval is determined by the OLT. When
the sleep period ends, the ONU will briefly become active to
check for incoming data at the OLT, then, the ONU sends
a wake up massage (Confirmation in Fig. 2) to the OLT. If
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Fig. 2. An example of the communication with ONU sleep in PON.

there are no incoming data at the OLT, the OLT will send a
Sleep Request (SR) with the predetermined sleep period to
the ONU. However, if a confirmation message is received by
the OLT when there is incoming data, the OLT will send a
SR with sleep period of zero to request the ONU to not go
back to sleep and transmit the data to the ONU. After the
data transmission is completed, the OLT will send another SR
message with the predetermined sleep interval to request the
ONU to go back to sleep.
Since the OLT only takes action when it receives a confir-

mation message from the ONU, when the downstream data
arrives at the OLT right after the ONU switched to the sleep
mode, the data will have to be buffered at the OLT until the
sleep interval expires. Therefore, the expected value of donu,
which is the delay caused by the ONU sleep, is derived as the
following expression, with T onu

ac and T onu
sl representing active

and sleep mode period of ONU sleep, respectively.

donu = 0 · T onu
ac

T onu
sl + T onu

ac

+

∫ T onu
sl

0

t · 1

T onu
sl + T onu

ac

dt

=
1

T onu
sl + T onu

ac

· (T
onu
sl )2

2
. (1)

The first and second term in the first row of Eq. 1 are the
expected delay when the data arrives during the active and
sleep mode, respectively. Note that we assume that the data is
transmitted immediately when it arrives during the active mode
and hence does not have any delay and that the incoming data
arriving at the OLT can arrive at any given time.

B. Delay introduced by PSM
STAs in PSM [14] support two energy consumption states:

the active state, where the STAs are in operation, and the sleep
state, where the STAs are inactive. Basically, a STA operating
under PSM remains in the sleep state except for scenarios
where the STA is receiving beacon messages from the AP or
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(b) An example of the communication with Adap-
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Fig. 3. An example of the communication with power saving mechanisms in WLAN.

the STA is sending or receiving data traffic. In Fig. 3(a), the AP
broadcasts a beacon message at the beginning of the beacon
interval, Tbi, (a typical beacon interval is set to 100ms) and
the STA is scheduled to wake up before every beacon interval.
The AP uses the Traffic Indication Map (TIM) included in the
beacon message to inform STAs of the data currently buffered
at the AP. If the TIM shows that the data addressed to that
STA is stored in the AP, the STA remains in active state. Each
STA checks the TIM to see if there are any data to be received
from the AP. If there are some data to be received, the STA
will remain active and send a PS-Poll frame to request the
AP to transfer the data. On the other hand, the STA goes
back to sleep if there are no available data. In this way, the
STAs operating under PSM remain in the sleep state unless
the beacon message is received. Thus, PSM can drastically
reduce energy consumption.

One drawback of PSM is that since the AP can only
transmit data to STA at the start of the beacon interval, the
incoming data that arrive at the AP before the end of the
current beacon interval have to wait until the next beacon
interval. This drawback is referred to as the RTT round up
effect [11], [15], [16]. It is necessary to take the beacon interval
into account when calculating the delay due to STA sleep
in PSM, dpsm, because STAs can only receive data at the
beginning of the beacon interval. In other words, when some
data arrive at the AP while the intended STA is sleeping, the
data will be buffered until the beginning of the next beacon
interval. However, if the data arrive when the intended STA is
active, the data can be sent to the STA without any additional
delay. Thus, we can derive the expected delay caused by PSM
operation to be as the following expression, with T sta

ac which

denoting the active state period of the STA.

dpsm = 0 · T
sta
ac

Tbi
+

∫ Tbi−T sta
ac

0

t · 1

Tbi
dt

=
1

Tbi
· (Tbi − T sta

ac )
2

2
. (2)

C. Delay introduced by Adaptive PSM
Adaptive PSM is used by mobile devices in WLANs to

achieve energy efficiency and high performance [17], [18]. Ba-
sically, Adaptive PSM operation is similar to PSM operation.
An example of a STA operating under Adaptive PSM is shown
in Fig. 3(b). In contrast to PSM, where the STAs immediately
transition to the sleep state right after receiving the TIM (if
there are no available data), the STAs operating in Adaptive
PSM remain in the active state until the PSM timeout, Tout,
is over. PSM timeout is set to be between 100ms and 200ms
according to [12]. Therefore, it means that if the idle period
is shorter than the PSM timeout, the data transmission can be
completed without any delay, because the STA is still active
until the end of the PSM timeout. The idle period, Tid, is the
time period from the last action committed by the STA, such
as sending or receiving data traffic, to when the downstream
data arrive at the AP. Therefore, delay in Adaptive PSM is
summarized as follows:

dapsm =

{
0 (Tid < Tout)
dpsm (otherwise).

(3)

From the above expression, it is shown that the delay in
Adaptive PSM is affected by the value of Tid. Additionally,
the value of Tid depends on the pattern of traffic arriving at
AP.
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Fig. 5. An example of communication over a network with Adaptive PSM
and ONU sleep mechanisms.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF FIWI NETWORK WITH
INDEPENDENTLY OPERATING POWER SAVING MECHANISMS

In FiWi network, because it is composed of WLAN and
PON, the several power control mechanisms described in
Sec. II work independently and simultaneously, resulting into
a negative impact in the network performance. We analyze the
latency and energy consumption for a round-trip transmission
from the STA when both power saving mechanisms in PON
and WLAN are in operation, and point out inefficiencies due
to the ONU sleep mechanism working without considering the
STA power saving mechanisms.

A. Impact on communication with PSM by ONU sleep
Fig. 4 shows an example of communication where ONU

sleep and PSM mechanisms are in work. According to our
previous work [6], we analyzed and clarified inefficiencies by
focusing on a network where ONU sleep and PSM are both
used. However, that work assumes that the sleep period is
shorter than the beacon interval, (T onu

sl < Tbi). In this paper,
we consider that the sleep period may be longer than the
beacon interval. By using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, which express the
delay caused by PSM and ONU sleep operations, respectively,
the latency in ONU sleep and PSM mechanisms, Dpsm, is
derived as follows:

Dpsm = dbase + donu + dpsm

= dbase +
1

2
·
{

(T onu
sl )2

T onu
sl + T onu

ac

+
(Tbi − T sta

ac )2

Tbi

}
, (4)

where dbase shows the latency including the delay between
OLT and an outside data source. Note that dbase does not
include the delay caused by the power saving mechanisms.
When comparing Eq. 1, Eq. 2, and Eq. 4, we can see that

delay occurs at both the OLT and the AP, which drastically
have impacts latency. Moreover, even with a much shorter
sleep period of PSM and STA is ready to receive data traffic
from the ONU with only a small delay, ONU does not send
the data immediately since the data can be sent from the OLT
only after the expiration of the sleep period. Therefore, the
STA wakes up and cannot receive any data, resulting in a
waste of energy. Note that, in the case where the ONU sleep
period is shorter than the one of the STA, the ONU will waste
energy by contrast.
Energy consumed during Dpsm increases when the delay

becomes longer. DuringDpsm, excluding the data transmission
period, T sta

d , the STA repeats the state transition every beacon
interval, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, the energy consumed
by the STA, Jpsm, is derived from W sta

ac and W sta
sl , which

represent STA energy consumption in the active and sleep
state, respectively, as follows:

Jpsm =

{
T sta
d +

Dpsm − T sta
d

Tbi
· T sta

ac

}
·W sta

ac

+

{
Dpsm − T sta

d

Tbi
· (Tbi − T sta

ac )

}
·W sta

sl . (5)

From above, we can confirm that longer latency increases
energy consumption.

B. Impact on communication with Adaptive PSM by ONU
sleep
In this section, we clarify the influence of ONU sleep on

the performance of the STA with Adaptive PSM. We consider
the idle period to be a time interval from when the data
leave the STA to when acknowledgment is returned to the
AP, since we are considering the round-trip transmission from
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Fig. 6. An example of communication with cooperative ONU sleep.

the STA. Under this condition, in the network, the STA with
Adaptive PSM remains in active state during the PSM timeout.
Nevertheless, the ONU remains in sleep mode and postpones
its downstream data traffic transmission to AP. In this case,
although the delay does not occur at the AP, the delay does
occur at the OLT. Finally, the idle period, Tid, becomes longer
due to ONU sleep, as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the latency
is derived as follows:

Dapsm =

{
dbase + donu (Tid < Tout)
dbase + donu + dpsm (otherwise).

(6)

The energy consumption significantly increases when Adap-
tive PSM is in operation because the STA has to be active
throughout the PSM timeout period. The total amount of
energy consumed depends on whether or not the idle period is
longer than the PSM timeout period. When the idle period is
shorter than the PSM timeout period, the STA remains in active
state all the time. On the other hand, when the idle period is
longer than the PSM timeout, the STA state is controlled by
the PSM operation after the expiration of the PSM timeout.
Then, the energy consumed by the STA, Japsm, is expressed
as follows:

Japsm=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Dapsm ·W sta
ac (Tid < Tout)

{
Tout + T sta

d +
Dapsm − (Tout + T sta

d )

Tbi
· T sta

ac

}
·W sta

ac

+
Dapsm − (Tout + T sta

d )

Tbi
· (Tbi − T sta

ac ) ·W sta
sl

(otherwise).

(7)

Herein, it is confirmed that the energy consumption increases
when the latency increases. Hence, shorter latency does not
only improve the communication speed but also improves
energy efficiency.

IV. COOPERATIVE ONU SLEEP

The existing ONU sleep method has long latency and
inefficient energy consumption by the STA when the STA
communicate through PSM or Adaptive PSM. In order to
shorten the latency and minimize energy consumption, we
propose the novel ONU sleep method which controls the ONU
behavior based on the power saving mechanisms used by the
STA. Generally, STAs using PSM and Adaptive PSM exist in
the same WLAN simultaneously. If the ONU cooperates with
one of the two power saving mechanisms, the performance
with the other one will decrease. Hence, to cooperate, it
is desirable that the ONU sleep method changes its control
method dynamically following the condition in the WLAN.
Our proposed method, shown in Fig. 6, dynamically changes
the sleep method based on the condition of the WLAN at every
beacon interval.
1) Case where all STAs in the WLAN are communicating

with PSM: At the beginning of the beacon interval of the
WLAN, if the STAs with PSM are communicating over the
network, the ONU estimates the total amount of incoming
data traffic during the next beacon interval and calculates the
amount of time required to transmit the data traffic, E[T onu

d ].
In order to send the data during the next beacon interval,
the ONU must be in active mode at that time. During the
remainder of the beacon interval, the ONU will be idle, so
that the next sleep period of the ONU is set to Tbi−E[T onu

d ].
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TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS.

dbase: Latency without delay caused by the power saving mechanisms 50ms
T onu
ac : Active mode period of ONU sleep 1ms

T onu
sl : Sleep mode period of ONU sleep 50ms, 100ms, or 200ms

T sta
ac : Active state period of STA using PSM or Adaptive PSM 1ms

Tout: The period that the STA using Adaptive PSM remains in active state (PSM timeout) 95ms
Tbi: The interval of every beacon message from AP 100ms
T sta
d : Time spent for transmitting data traffic 1ms

W sta
ac : STA energy consumption in the active state 1.3W

W sta
sl : STA energy consumption in the sleep state 0.5W

The sleep period of the ONU sleep is determined without
taking into account the sleep period of the PSM, which leads
to a long latency even if the sleep period of the STA is short.
By contrast, our proposed method can ensure that the traffic
is transmitted by the AP immediately. In other words, in our
proposed method, the traffic intended for the STA operating
under PSM is temporarily buffered at the OLT. The proposed
method allows the traffic to arrive at the AP just before the end
of the beacon interval. Therefore, the data can be transferred
from the OLT to the STA as if only the ONU sleep mechanism
is in action, i.e. there is no effect from PSM sleep. Since the
ONU sleep period is set to be Tbi − E[T onu

d ], the latency is
calculated by using Eq. 1. Additionally, since Tbi is expressed
as the sum of T onu

ac and T onu
sl , and T onu

ac equals to E[T onu
d ],

T onu
sl equals to Tbi −E[T onu

d ]. Thus, the latency is expressed
as follows:

Dpro
psm = dbase +

1

Tbi
· (Tbi − E[T onu

d ])2

2
. (8)

Moreover, the energy consumption of the STA relays on the
latency as shown by Eq. 5. Thus, the energy consumption of
the STA in our proposal is calculated by substituting Dpro

psm

into Eq. 5. Since Dpro
psm is smaller than Dpsm, the energy

consumption of the STA in our proposal is lower than that
of the conventional ONU sleep. Therefore, it is expected that
our proposed method improves energy efficiency.
2) Case where any STA with Adaptive PSM is communicat-

ing in the WLAN: STAs with Adaptive PSM waste their power
when there is additional delay introduced by the ONU sleep.
Hence, in order to improve the performance of the STA, the
ONU should transfer the data immediately. In our proposed
method, the next sleep period is set to zero, thus allowing the
ONU to stay in active mode until end of the beacon interval.
While the conventional ONU sleep mode causes Round

Up Effect even though the STA with Adaptive PSM expects
low delay communication, in our proposed method, the sleep
mode period is set to 0, and the downstream traffic is quickly
transmitted. The latency on the connection is equivalent to
when there is no ONU sleep mode, and latency is given based
on Eq. 2 as follows:

Dpro
apsm =

{
dbase (Tid < Tout)
dbase + dpsm (otherwise).

(9)

In the same way of the case where all STAs in the WLAN
are communicating with PSM, the energy consumption of the

STA changes with the latency as shown in Eq. 7. Therefore,
since our proposed method decreases the latency, the energy
consumption is also decreased with the proposal.

V. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the STA energy consumption

and the impact of the power saving mechanisms on the latency.
We then compare the proposed ONU sleep method with the
existing method. Through numerical evaluation, we prove that
the effectiveness of our proposed method for ONU sleep
method.

A. Evaluation scenario
We assume that the considered network is made up of a

PON and WLANs. The PON is composed of an OLT and
multiple ONUs, and each WLAN is composed of an AP and
multiple STAs. The STAs are using PSM or Adaptive PSM.
We assume that the PON and WLAN follow IEEE 802.3 and
IEEE 802.11 standards, respectively. The existing ONU sleep
periodically alternates between active and sleep mode where
the active interval is 0.1ms and the sleep interval is set to
50ms, 100ms or 200ms. The energy consumed by the STA
is 1.3w and 0.5w while the STA is in active and sleep state,
respectively [19]. The WLAN sends a beacon message at the
beginning of every beacon interval. We assume that the latency
without any delay on the connection is 50ms. PSM timeout
period is set to 95ms. Table I shows the list of parameter
settings.

B. Evaluation results in a scenario where STAs are operating
under PSM
Fig. 7 shows the latency and energy consumption in the

scenario where all STAs are operating under PSM. Firstly,
in Fig. 7(a), we compared the latency of the existing and
proposed ONU sleep methods. From the figure, it can be
seen that the delay when ONU sleep is in operation increases
with the amount of time ONU spends sleeping. In contrast,
our proposed method achieves the same latency in the case
where ONU sleep is not applied. This means that our pro-
posed method does not introduce any additional delay to the
PSM. This is because the ONU with the proposed method
wakes up before the AP sends the beacon message containing
information regarding the buffered data in the AP. Secondly,
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Fig. 7. Latency and energy consumption in a scenario where the STAs are operating under PSM.
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Fig. 8. Latency and energy consumption in a scenario where both STAs that are operating under PSM and STAs that are operating under Adaptive PSM
coexist.

Fig. 7(b) shows the result of energy consumption of the STA
with PSM where all STAs in WLAN are using PSM. From
this result, when the ONU is using the existing ONU sleep
method, the energy consumption of the STA is more than the
energy consumed by the STA without ONU sleep. On the other
hand, the energy consumption is conserved when the ONU is
controlled by our proposed method.

From the results, it is clearly shown that the proposed
method achieves lower latency and energy consumption of
STAs than that of conventional ONU sleep when the STAs
are operating under PSM. Although the result for latency
and energy consumption are the same as the results of the
case where ONU sleep is not applied, the proposed method
decreases the energy consumption of the ONU by switching
the ONU to sleep mode when data do not come. Thus, the
proposed method decreases the energy consumption of the
STAs and the ONUs while keeping the latency at a minimum
value when PSM is utilized in the STAs.

C. Evaluation results in a scenario where STAs are operating
under PSM and Adaptive PSM
Fig. 8 shows energy consumption of the STAs when STAs

with PSM or Adaptive PSM communicate in the network.
Note that the beacon interval used in the WLAN is set to
100ms. Additionally, we assume that the value of Tid is
smaller than the value of Tout. Since the result of latency
and energy consumption of STAs when PSM is utilized in the
STAs is same as the result in the case where all STAs are
operating under PSM, we omitted those results here. Firstly,
Fig. 8(a) shows the result of latency of the STAs with Adaptive
PSM when both STAs with PSM and Adaptive PSM exist in
the WLAN simultaneously. From the figure, it is seen that
the latency of the existing ONU sleep mechanism is longer
than the one with no ONU sleep. Additionally, the latency
of ONU sleep when the sleep period is 100ms and 200ms
increases following the increase of beacon interval. This is
because the additional delay was generated by the expiration
of PSM timeout due to the delay caused by the ONU sleep.
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On the other hand, since our proposed method ensures that
the additional delay never occurs, the latency in our proposed
method is comparable to the latency when ONU sleep is
not used. Secondly, Fig. 8(b) shows the result of energy
consumption of the STA with Adaptive PSM when STAs using
PSM and Adaptive PSM coexist. When the STAs are using
Adaptive PSM, the STAs remain in active state and consume
a lot of energy. Therefore, it is important to shorten latency
and reduce wasteful energy consumption. From the result, the
STAs communicating under existing the ONU sleep method
consume more energy than the STAs communicating without
ONU sleep. On the other hand, the energy consumption is
reduced when the ONU is controlled by our proposed method.
From these results, it is understood that the proposed method
achieves lower latency and energy consumption in the STAs
also in the case where both PSM and adaptive PSMs are
utilized in the network.

VI. CONCLUSION
FiWi network is a network that integrates both optical and

wireless networks. Originally, optical and wireless networks
are designed to operate independently. Therefore, the power
saving mechanisms used by these networks do not consider
the existence of one another. In this work, we focused on the
multiple power saving mechanisms, which are working at the
different components in the FiWi network. We independently
analyzed the energy consumption and delay caused by each
power saving mechanism. Using the analysis, we investigated
and confirmed that there are delay and energy efficiency
problems in the FiWi network when different power saving
mechanisms are simultaneously at work at both the optical and
wireless components. To resolve delay and energy efficiency
problems, we proposed a novel ONU sleep method, which
dynamically controls the ONU sleep period based on the
STAs’ energy control mechanism. We demonstrated that our
algorithm can simultaneously reduce latency and unnecessary
energy consumption.
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